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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to
management of the initial communication between a
pair of stations in a data transmission network, prior to
the insertion of a new station into the data transmission
ring. More particularly, a state machine user interface is
provided that permits the user to control the connection
management sequence.

2. Discussion of the Prior Art

[0002] One type of high speed data transmission
network is defined by the Fiber Distributed Data Inter-
face (FDDI) protocol. The FDDI protocol is an American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) data transmission
standard which applies to a 100 Mbit/second token ring
network that utilizes an optical fiber transmission
medium. The FDDI protocol is intended as a high per-
formance interconnection between a number of com-
puters as well as between the computers and their
associated mass storage subsystem(s) and other
peripheral equipment.
[0003] Information is transmitted on an FDDI ring in
frames that consist of 5-bit characters or "symbols",
each symbol representing 4 data bits. Information is typ-
ically transmitted in symbol pairs or "bytes". Tokens are
used to signify the right to transmit data between sta-
tions. The FDDI standard includes a thirty-two member
symbol set. Within the set, sixteen symbols are data
symbols (each representing 4 bits of ordinary data) and
eight are control symbols. The eight control symbols
are: J (the first symbol of a start delimiter byte JK). K
(the second symbol of a start delimiter byte JK). I (Idle),
H (Halt), Q (Quiet), T(End Delimiter), S (Set) and R
(Reset). The remaining eight symbols of the FDDI
standard symbols set are not used since they violate
code run length and DC balance requirements of the
protocol. These are referred to as V (violation) symbols.
[0004] In operation, a continuous stream of control
symbol patterns defines a "line state". The FDDI proto-
col defines several line states, which include the follow-
ing line states that are used during the connection
management sequence:

(1) Idle Line State (ILS), which is a continuous
stream of Idle symbols;
(2) Quiet Line Sate (QLS), which is a continuous
stream of Quiet symbols;
(3) Halt Line State (HLS), which is a continuous
stream of Halt symbols;
(4) Master Line State (MLS), which is an alternating
stream of Halt and Quiet symbols; and
(5) Active Line State (ALS), which is the state used

to transmit data units (frames)

[0005] The FDDI Station Management (SMT)
standard provides the necessary control of an FDDI sta-
tion (node) so that the node may work cooperatively as
a part of an FDDI network. To effectively implement the
functions required, SMT is divided into three entities,
namely the Connection Management entity (CMT), the
Ring Management entity (RMT) and the Frame Based
Services. The Connection Management (CMT) is the
management entity in the Station Management that is
responsible for the station's port(s), as well as the con-
nection to the ports of neighboring stations.
[0006] The Connection Management is further
divided into three sub-entities. They include, the Physi-
cal Connection Management (PCM), Configuration
Management (CFM and Entity Coordination Manage-
ment (ECM).
[0007] The introduction of an FDDI station (node)
into the data flow path of the FDDI ring is governed by
the Physical Connection Management (PCM) entity.
One of the most important functions of Physical Con-
nection Management (PCM) is to establish a connection
between two ports that are directly connected. The con-
nection process is achieved through a lock-step hand-
shaking procedure. In the basic FDDI sequence, the
handshaking procedure controlled by the PCM is
divided into three stages. They include an initialization
sequence, a signaling sequence and a join sequence.
The initialization sequence is used to indicate the begin-
ning of the PCM handshaking process. It forces the
neighboring PCM into a known state so that the two
PCM state machines can run in a lock-step-fashion.
[0008] Following the initialization sequence is the
signaling sequence. The signaling sequence communi-
cates basic information about the port and the node with
the neighboring port. A Link Confidence Test (LCT) is
also conducted during the signaling sequence to test
the link quality between the two ports. If the link quality
is not acceptable or the type of connection is not sup-
ported or is currently not accepted by the nodes then
the connection will be withheld. If the connection is not
withheld during the signaling sequence, the PCM state
machine can move on to the join sequence and estab-
lish a connection between the two neighboring ports.
[0009] In order to manage the initial connection
between the ports of separate stations, the PCM man-
ages the physical layer, controls the line-states transmit-
ted during initiation and monitors the line-states
received during the connection initialization. The PCM
block itself is generically subdivided into two entities.
The PCM State Machine and the Pseudo Code. The
PCM State Machine contains all the state and timing
information of the PCM and provides a signalling chan-
nel. The Pseudo Code specifies the bits that are to be
signalled by the PCM State Machine and processes the
bits received from the PCM at the other end of the link.
[0010] A general description of the Station Manage-
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ment Standard, as well as each of its subparts, includ-
ing the PCM is described in detail in the draft ANSI
FDDI Station Management Standard, dated June 25,
1992, which is incorporated herein by reference.

[0011] The basic FDDI protocol has a defined con-
nection management sequence for making a duplex
connection between a pair of stations. As seen in Fig. 1,
the PCM State Machine is likely to enter a total of seven
states during the connection sequence. These include
the following states: PC1:Break: PC3:Connect;
PC4:Next; PC5:Signal: PC6:Join: PC7: Verify: and
PC8:Active. There are three other states that the PCM
is generally capable of entering as well. That is,
PC0:Off, PC2:Trace and PC9:Maint. The PCO:Off state
occurs when the port is shut down. PC2:Trace relates to
locating faults in the token ring. PC9:Maint relates to
maintenance functions.
[0012] The Off state (PC0) is the initial state of the
PCM State Machine. The PCM returns to this state
upon the reception of a PC_Stop signal. In the Off state,
the Physical Layer (PHY) device transmits Quiet sym-
bols and the optical transmitter may be disabled. The
Break State (PC1) is the beginning of the PCM connec-
tion sequence. The Break state is entered upon the
reception of the PC_Start signal. The Break state is also
entered from any other state when the connection
sequence cannot be completed and a reinitialization is
required for any reason.
[0013] The Connect state (PC3) is used to synchro-
nize two ports to establish an initial contact and to begin
the signaling sequence. In the Connect state, the optical
transmitter is enabled and a continuous stream of Halt
symbols is transmitted. When a Halt line state is
received from the adjacent node the state machine
leaves the Connect state and enters the Next state
(PC4). On the other hand, if an Idle line state is received
before a Halt line state, then the connection is not syn-
chronized and the state machine transits to the Break
state to restart the connection sequence.
[0014] The Next state (PC4) is one of the two states
used in the signaling sequence. The main purpose of
the Next state is to separate the "bit" signaling per-
formed in the Signal state (PC5). The Next state is also
used to transmit Protocol Data Units (PDUs) while a
loop test such as a Link Confidence Test or optionally, a
Media Access Control Layer (MAC) Local Loop Test is
performed. The PCM Pseudo Code machine is also
started in the Next State. On initial entry into the Next
state, a continuous stream of Idle symbols or a PDU
symbol stream is transmitted.
[0015] The Next state terminates and the state
machine transits to the Signal state (PC5) upon the
reception of either a Halt or a Master line states after a
loop test. The same transition is made when a
PC_Signal signal is received from the Pseudo Code
machine. When a PC_Join signal is received, a transi-
tion is made to the Join state. If for any reason a Quiet
line state is received while the state machine is in the

Next state, the state machine transits to the Break state
to permit a restart.

[0016] The Signal state is the second state used in
the signaling sequence. In the Signal state, individual
bits of information are communicated between ports by
transmitting either Halt symbols or Master symbol pairs.
The transmission of a Halt line state is equated with a
logical one, and the transmission of the Master line
state is a logical zero. Once each individual bit has been
transmitted and received, the state machine returns to
the Next state (i.e. the transmission of the Idle line
state), before returning to the Signal state to transmit
the next bit of information. Thus, the Next state is used
as a bit delimiter between two signaling bits. When all
signal bits have been transmitted and received, the Sig-
naling sequence ends.
[0017] The Join state (PC6) is the first of three
states in the join sequence that leads to an active con-
nection. The join sequence assures that both ends of a
connection enter the Active state together at the com-
pletion of the sequence. The Join state is entered up the
completion of the signal sequence when the PC_Join
signal is issued from the Pseudo Code machine. In the
Join state, a continuous stream of halt symbols is trans-
mitted.
[0018] The Verify state (PC7) is the second of the
three join sequence states. The Verify state is entered
when the Halt line state is received from the adjacent
node. In the Verify state, the PCM transmits a Master
line state. The Join and Verify states combine to pro-
duce a sequence of line states, the halt line state fol-
lowed by the master line state, which is unique in the
connection management sequence.
[0019] The Active state (PC8) is the last of the three
states in the join sequence. In this state, a continuous
stream of Idle symbols is transmitted. Upon the recep-
tion of an Idle line state from the adjoining node, the
physical layer device is allowed to enter the Active
Transmit Mode and thus becomes part of the active
ring. In addition to the normal break conditions, if a Halt
line state is received in place of the Idle line state, the
connection is not synchronized and a reinitialization of
the connection is required. Similarly, if the Link Error
Rate is too high, the connection must be reinitialized.
[0020] The basic FDDI protocol (referred to as
FDDI-I) has a defined connection management
sequence as seen in Fig. 2b. The ANSI standards com-
mittee is currently working on an enhanced version of
FDDI, which is generally referred to as the FDDI-II
standard. At the time of this writing, the connection
management sequence for FDDI-II had not been final-
ized. However, there are several proposed connection
management sequences for FDDI-II. One such pro-
posed sequence for a duplex connection is shown in
Fig. 2c. As seen therein, it is expected that the
sequence will be generally similar schematically to the
protocol for a FDDI-I connection. Similarly, the state
machine for a FDDI-II duplex connection is expected to
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be essentially the same as the state machine for a basic
FDDI-I connection. However, the information carried in
the various pseudo code bits is expected to be some-
what different.

[0021] Although the FDDI protocol is based prima-
rily on the concept of a dual ring wherein communica-
tions are possible between nodes in both directions (i.e.
a duplex connection), some parties have proposed that
the FDDI-II standards facilitate the use of simplex con-
nections as well. Simplex connections are intended to
connect single-attached stations. The intent of the sim-
plex connection scheme is to permit the transmission of
ring information through stations on a side lobe. Within
the side lobe, communication would be possible in only
one direction. Thus, when the lobe is in operation, all
information within the ring would pass directly through
each station on the side lobe.
[0022] Since the handshaking procedure discussed
above for a duplex connection is not possible in a sim-
plex connection, the connection management
sequence for a simplex connection is necessarily much
simpler than that required for a duplex connection. A
proposed simplex connection sequence is shown in Fig.
2a, while Fig. 1 shows the required PCM states for both
simplex and duplex connections. As seen therein, the
Connect, Next, Signal, and Join states are all skipped
entirely in the simplex connection.
[0023] Since FDDI standards have not yet been
finalized, and indeed are likely to be subject to change
for some time, it is desirable for system designers to
have a single chip set that can not only accommodate
each of these different connection management
sequences, but also remains adaptable to accommo-
date emerging FDDI standards and specialized user
requirements.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0024] Accordingly, one of the primary objects of
the present invention is to provide a controllable inter-
face that permits the user to exercise some control over
the operation of the PCM state machine and the con-
nection management sequence.
[0025] A physical layer controller as per the pre-
characterising part of chain 1 is known from EP-A-0 186
420.
[0026] The document WO-A-86/03913 describes a
radio system with addressable registers whereby a vir-
tual state of the radio system may be altered by commu-
nicating information to the addressable registers.
[0027] The invention provides a physical layer con-
troller for controlling the physical layer of a station that is
capable of insertion into a data transmission network
that is capable of operating substantially in accordance
with the FDDI protocol, the physical layer controller
including a physical connection management entity that
includes a PCM state machine and is capable of execut-
ing a connection management sequence in accordance

with the FDDI protocol, the physical layer controller
comprising a plurality of registers and being character-
ised in that the registers include a state pause register
that may be selectively written into by the user to indi-
cate in which state the state machine should pause,
whereby when the state machine enters an indicated
pause state, the PCM state machine will automatically
pause in that state; the registers include a state register
that the user may selectively write into in order to indi-
cate a new state into which the state machine should
transit, whereby when the user writes a value indicative
of a new state into the state register, the PCM state
machine will automatically transit into the new state; the
state pause register includes a plurality of state pause
bits that the user may selectively set to a first or a sec-
ond level, each state pause bit being associated with a
particular PCM state, whereby when the PCM state
machine enters a state associated with a particular
pause bit that is set to said first level, the PCM state
machine will automatically pause in that state and
whereby when the PCM state machine enters a state
associated with a particular state pause bit that is set to
said second level, the PCM state machine will not auto-
matically pause in the associated state; the state regis-
ter can be both read by and written into by the user, the
state register containing a state index that is arranged to
identify the current state of the PCM state machine dur-
ing the connection management sequence, whereby
the state of the PCM state machine can be forcibly
changed by the user by writing a value corresponding to
the desired new state into the state index during the
connection management sequence; and the state regis-
ter further contains a pseudo code index that indicates
the bit number of a pseudo code signal that is being
exchanged by the physical layer controller during the
connection management sequence, whereby pseudo
code information being transmitted can be altered by
the user by writing a value corresponding to the desired
new' pseudo code bit number into the pseudo code
index.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] The invention, together with further objects
and advantages thereof, may best be understood by ref-
erence to the following description taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings in which

FIGURE 1 is a flow diagram showing the PCM
states encountered when initiating both duplex and
simplex station connections.

FIGURES 2a-2c are the connection sequences for
FDDI-II Simplex. FDDI-I and FDDI-II Duplex con-
nections.

FIGURE 3 is a block diagram of a Physical Layer
Controller.
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FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of the Connection
Management Structure within the Physical Layer
Controller.

FIGURE 5 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the Control Register.

FIGURE 6 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the Condition Register.

FIGURE 7 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the Condition Mask Register.

FIGURE 8 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the State Register.

FIGURE 9 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the Signal Register.

FIGURE 10 is a diagram illustrating the contents of
the State Pause Register.

FIGURE 11 is a flow diagram illustrating the proc-
ess followed to determine whether a state pause
has been requested when a state transition occurs
during the Physical Connection Management func-
tion.

FIGURE 12 is a flow diagram illustrating the proc-
ess followed to determine whether the user has
requested a state change.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0029] Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of a Physical
Layer Controller (PLAYER) 10 which implements the
physical function as defined by the Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI) protocol (ANSI X3T9.5). The
Physical Layer controller 10 has several primary blocks
including: a phaser 11, a receiver 12, a hybrid Multi-
plexer (HMUX) 13, a transmitter 14, configuration switch
15, configuration management (CMT) 16, a multiplicity
of storage registers 17 and a control bus interface 18.
[0030] The phaser 11 accepts a serial binary 125
MBit/sec Non-Return-To-Zero-Invert-On Ones (NRZI)
data stream from an external source, through a serial
port that connects with the FDDI network fiber optic
transmission medium. The phaser 11 establishes the 5-
bit symbol boundaries for the serial bit stream and syn-
chronizes the upstream station's clock to the local
clocks of the Physical Layer Controller 10.
[0031] The receiver 12 accepts serial binary infor-
mation from either the phaser 11 or from the transmitter
14 via one of two internal loopback paths. When neces-
sary, the receiver 12 converts the information stream
from the (NRZI) format utilized on the FDDI medium to
Non-Return-To-Zero (NRZ) format used internally by
the receiving station and decodes the NRZ data from

external 5B coding to internal 4B coding. The receiver
12 also performs line state detection, link error detection
and present the data to the configuration switch 15 as
internally coded symbol pairs.

[0032] The hybrid multiplexor 13 performs the func-
tions of an HMUX as defined in the ANSI X3T9.5 Hybrid
Ring Control Draft Proposed American National Stand-
ard. Therefore, the HMUX processes received cycles
and determines where the information within a received
cycle should be sent.
[0033] The transmitter 14 accepts information char-
acters as symbol pairs from the internal 4B coding to
the external 5B coding, filters out code violations in the
information stream and redistributes Idle bytes which
were added or deleted by the elasticity buffer. In addi-
tion, the transmitter 14 is capable of generating Idle,
Master, Halt, Quiet or other user defined symbols. The
transmitter 14 also converts the information stream from
NRZ to NRZI and presents it to either the receiver 12 via
one of the internal loopback paths or to the FDDI fiber
optic medium as serial bit stream.
[0034] The primary function of the configuration
switch 15 is to route the information flow to support mul-
tiple station configurations for different station types
without external logic. The control bus interface 18
allows the user to program the configuration switch 15,
to enable and disable functions within the receiver 12
and the transmitter 14, to report line states and link
errors detected by the receiver 12 and to report error
conditions.
[0035] Referring next to Fig. 4, the Connection
Management entity (CMT) 16 will be briefly described,
in accordance with the FDDI protocol, the CMT 16
includes an Entity Coordination Management entity
(ECM), a plurality of Physical Connection Management
entities (PCM) and a plurality of Configuration Manage-
ment entities (CFM). Within the FDDI protocol, one
PCM is provided for each port, while one CFM is pro-
vided for each resource (i.e. port or MAC).
[0036] The Connection Management entity 16 com-
municates with a variety of other entities within the sta-
tion, including the Ring Management (RMT), the
Configuration Control Element (CCE), the Physical
Layer (PHY), the Physical Medium Dependent Layer
(PMD) and others. A more detailed explanation of the
interrelationship of these entities is described in the pre-
viously cited ANSI FDDI Station Management Stand-
ard. However, since these relationships are not
particularly relevant to the present invention, they will
not be described herein.
[0037] A number of data registers 17 are provided
to facilitate the control and operation of the Physical
Layer Controller 10. Each data register 17 includes 8 or
16 bits that store information about the system. Most of
the registers are not directly related to the operation of
the PCM and many of the registers relating to the PCM
are not directly relevant to the present invention. Fur-
ther, the actual significance of the contents of the regis-
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ters may vary a great deal depending upon the desired
features of the Physical Layer. Therefore only the regis-
ters (and segments thereof) that are relevant to the
present invention will be described herein.

[0038] The data registers 17 include a Control Reg-
ister 21, a Condition Register 22, a Condition Mask
Register 23, a Status Register 24, a State Register 25,
a Signal Register 27 and a State Pause Register 29.
[0039] As seen in Fig. 5, two bits of the Control
Register 21 are used to indicate the network configura-
tion(s) permitted by the associated station. In the
described embodiment, these bits are located in bits D1
and D0 of the Control Register 21 and are Labeled
ALMD1 and ALMD0 (for allowed mode bit one and
allowed mode bit zero). The configuration modes that
can be defined by these two bits include, None (0,0), a
simplex connection (0,1); a duplex connection (1,0) or
either a simplex or a duplex connection (1,1). The Con-
trol Register may always be read or written into by the
user. Therefore, the user can select the connection con-
figuration(s) of the station that are permitted at any time.
The remaining bits D2-D7 of the Control Register 21 are
reserved (res) for other purposes.
[0040] Fig. 6 shows the Condition Register 22. Bits
in the Condition Register 22 are flags that can always
be read or written into by the user. Bit D2 of the Condi-
tion Register 22 is the state pause flag 30 (labeled
STPSE in the drawing). The remaining bits in the Con-
dition Register 22 are reserved to act as other flags. The
state pause flag 30 is set any time that the PCM State
Machine is paused.
[0041] It is noted that a pause occurs when an inter-
nal pause flag is set in the PCM. The internal pause is
cleared either by writing a new state value into the State
Register 25 or writing a value indicative of a PC Con-
tinue signal into the Signal Register 27 as will be
described below. The user is then responsible for clear-
ing the state pause flag 30.
[0042] The Condition Mask Register 23 shown in
Fig. 7 is closely related to the Condition Register 22.
Specifically, each bit in the Condition Mask Register has
a corresponding bit in the Condition Register 22. The
Condition Mask is intended to facilitate the generation of
interrupts. In operation, bits that are masked "off" (i.e.
zeros) will not generate an interrupt, regardless of
whether their corresponding bit in the Condition Regis-
ter 22 is set. On the other hand, bits that are masked
"on" (i.e. ones) will generate an interrupt anytime their
corresponding bit in the Condition Register 22 is set.
The user has complete freedom to read and write into
the Condition Mask Register 23. In this way, the user
can decide which conditions it wishes to be informed of.
Thus, when the State Pause Interrupt flag 31 is set to
zero, the user will not be informed of state pauses. On
the other hand, if the State Pause Interrupt flag 31 is set
to one, an interrupt will be generated anytime a state
pause occurs. The user can define the specific actions
that are desired in response to the state pause.

[0043] Turning next to Fig. 8, the State Register 25
will be described. The State Register 25 indicates the
current PCM condition. The first four bits of the State
Register (bits D0-D3) provide a pseudo code index 35.
That is, they indicate the bit number of Pseudo Code
signal that is currently being exchanged. The remaining
four bits of the Stare Register (bits D4-D7) form a State
index 36, which indicates the current PCM state. Within
the State index, zero represents the "Off" state. One
represents the "Break" state. Two represents the
"Trace" state and three the "Connect" state. Four repre-
sents the "Next" state, five the "Signal" state, six the
"Join" state, seven the "Verify" state and eight the
"Active" state. Of course, if any additional states are
desired, such as a maintenance state, they could be
added as well.

[0044] One important feature of the State Register
is that it is a Read/Write register that can be read or writ-
ten into by the user at anytime. As will be described in
more detail below, this permits the user to write a new
state and/or pseudo code bit number into the State Reg-
ister 25. In this way, the user can override the default
logic and vary the PCM's connection management
sequence. Thus, the user can exercise almost complete
control over the flow of the State Machine. The user is
free to write into the State Register both while the state
machine is operating and when the state machine is
paused. In the described embodiment, writing into the
State Register forces an immediate state transition.
However, in alternative embodiments, such user control
could be limited to times when the state machine is
paused.
[0045] The contents of the Signal Register 27 are
illustrated in Fig. 9. As seen therein, bits DO-D3 form a
four bit PC_Signal symbol 37. When the PC_Signal
symbol 37 is set to "zero", it represents a PC_Stop sig-
nal, which forces the state machine to the Off state. A
"one" represents a PC_Start signal which forces the
state machine to the Break state. A "two" represents a
PC_Trace signal, which forces the stare machine to the
Trace state. It is noted, however, that the PC_Trace sig-
nal is only allowed when the machine is in the Active
state. Finally, a "fifteen" represents a PC_Continue sig-
nal, which removes a pause condition, thereby allowing
the state machine to proceed. The remaining numbers
3-14 are reserved and have no special meaning. Simi-
larly, the remaining four bits of the Signal Register 27
(i.e. bits D4-D7) are reserved.
[0046] Like the State Register 25, the Signal Regis-
ter 27 is a read/write register that may always be written
into by the user. This permits the user to insert a
PC_Stop, a PC_Start, or a PC_Trace command any-
time the PCM State Machine is paused. Further, by pro-
viding a user activated PC_Continue function, operation
of the state machine may readily be resumed after a
state pause.
[0047] Referring next to Fig.10, the State Pause
Register 29 will be described. The State Pause Register
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29 allows the user to pause the PCM State Machine in
any particular state. This enables the user to provide
external software that controls the operation of the State
Machine. After the State Machine has been stopped at
a particular break point, it may be permitted to proceed
in two ways. The first is to issue a PC_Continue signal
by writing the symbol "fifteen" into the PC_Signal por-
tion 37 of the Signal Register 27. The second way to
resume operation of the state machine is to write a new
value that is different from the current value, into the
State index 36 of State Register 25. Writing such a
value into the State Register forces the state machine
into the given condition and terminates the state pause.

[0048] The State Pause Register 29 has eight bits,
each of which is a State Pause Mask 38 that corre-
sponds to an associated machine state of the PCM.
Anytime the PCM State Machine enters a new state, the
State Pause Mask 38 corresponding to the new state is
polled to determine whether a pause should occur.
When the State Pause Mask 38 corresponding to a par-
ticular machine state is set to "one", then the state
machine will pause after entering that state. On the
other hand, if the State Pause Mask 38 corresponding
to a particular machine state is set to "zero", then the
state machine will proceed uninterrupted when the
associated state is entered. When the PCM State
Machine pauses, the internal pause flag is set and the
state pause flag 30 in the Condition register 22 is also
raised.
[0049] In the embodiment of the State Pause Reg-
ister 29 shown in Fig. 10, bit D0 represents the Break
state. Thus, anytime the bit D0 is set to "one", the PCM
State Machine will pause after entering the Break state.
Similarly, bit D1 represents the Trace state, bit D2 the
Connect state, bit D3 the Next state, bit D4 the Signal
state, bit D5 the Join state, bit D6 the Verify state and bit
D7 the Active state. Thus, the user can pause the PCM
state machine as it enters any of these states merely by
setting the state pause register bit associated with the
state in which a pause is desired. When this feature is
combined with the attributes of the State Register 25
described above, the user is given control to vary the
connection management sequence in virtually any
manner desired. That is, when the state machine is
paused, the user can force the state machine into a new
state by writing the desired new state into the State
Register 25. Similarly, the pseudo code can be altered
by writing the index of the desired pseudo code bit into
the pseudo code index 35 of the State Register 25. It is
anticipated that the user would develop suitable soft-
ware to control the operation of the PCM while the state
machine is paused. This gives the user the ability to pro-
vide virtually and desired connection management
sequence.
[0050] Referring next to Fig. 11, the general flow of
the state pause logic will be described. Initially, in step
105, the process begins. In step 107, the PCM deter-
mines whether a state transition has occurred. If not, the

state pause logic waits for a state transition to occur.
When a transition occurs, the State Pause Register 29
is checked to determine whether the state pause mask
38 corresponding to the new state has been set. Step
109. If not, the PCM transmits the signals required in the
next state and the flow of the state pause logic returns
to step 107 to wait for the next state transition.

[0051] When the state pause mask 38 correspond-
ing to the new state is set, the state pause flag 30 in the
Condition Register 22 is set in step 110. Then, in step
111, the Condition Mask Register 23 is checked to
determine whether the State Pause Interrupt flag 31 is
set. That is, has the interrupt been enabled. If so, in step
112, the user is notified of the state pause. When the
State Pause Interrupt 31 is not set, or alternatively after
the user has been, notified of a state pause in Step 112,
the flow returns to step 107 to wait for the next state
transition.
[0052] Referring next to Fig. 12, the return from
user control to PCM control will be described The proc-
ess starts at step 140. In step 141, it is determined
whether a valid value has been loaded into the State
register 25. If so, in step 143, the state index 36 of State
Register 25 is read. If a value indicative of a valid state
has been entered into the state index 36, then the PCM
state machine transits to the indicated state in step 145.
If a valid value has not been loaded into the state index
36, then in step 147 it is determined whethera value has
been loaded into the PC_Signal symbol 37 in the Signal
register 27. If so the PC_Signal symbol 37 in signal reg-
ister 27 is read in step 149. If not, the logic returns to
step 141 and the logic waits until a value is loaded into
either the state index 36 or the PC_Signal symbol 37.
[0053] When a new PC_Signal value is written into
the Signal register, the logic reads the PC_Signal sym-
bol and then transitions to step 151 where it begins to
determine the nature of the new signal. Initially, in step
151, the PC_Signal symbol is checked to determine
whether it is a PC_Start signal. If so, the PCM transits to
the BREAK state at step 152. If not, in step 154, it is
determined whether the value of the PC_Signal symbol
is equivalent to PC_Stop. If so, the PCM moves to the
OFF state in step 155. If PC_Stop has not been
selected, then in step 157, it is determined whether the
PC_Signal is equivalent to PC_Trace. It is noted that
PC_Trace can only be selected after the PCM is in the
active state as described above. If PC_Trace has been
selected, then the PCM moves to the trace state in step
158. If the PC_Signal symbol is not value indicative of a
PC_Trace symbol, then in step 160, it is determined
whether the PC_Signal symbol in Signal register 27 is a
PC_Continue signal. If so, the PCM state machine is
resumed in its current condition. If the PC_Signal sym-
bol does not contain any of the foregoing signals, then
an invalid value has been written into the PC_Signal
symbol and the logic returns to Step 141 where it
resumes looking for the event of a value being written
into either the State register 25 or the Signal register 27.
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The described loop is then repeated until an appropriate
new value is written into either the state index 36 or the
PC_Signal symbol 37.

[0054] If PC_Continue was selected in step 160,
then the internal pause flag is cleared (step 162) and
the CPU returns to step 141 where it begins looking for
the next forced state transition. Similarly, anytime the
user action directs the PCM to a specific state as indi-
cated in steps 145, 152,155 and 158, the internal pause
flag 30 is cleared in step 162. Again,, after a state tran-
sition as been completed, the logic returns to step 141
where it, awaits the next requested state transition.
[0055] It is noted that to simplify this description
these steps have been described as though they occur
sequentially. However, in the actual logic, it is preferable
to have the Signal and State register loading detection
steps occur simultaneously. It is also noted that no
attempt has been made to show a specific logic that
implements the present invention since such logic can
be readily fabricated by those skilled in the art.
[0056] Although only one embodiment of the
present invention has been described in detail, it should
be understood that the present invention may be
embodied in many other specific forms without depart-
ing from the scope of the invention. Particularly, the
invention has been described in the embodiment in
which the user may force a pause upon the entry to any
state within the connection management sequence.
However, it is also contemplated that the user could be
given less than complete control. For example, the user
could be given control only upon the entry into certain
selected states. Further, the actual contents and sizes
of the registers may be varied extensively.
[0057] The physical layer controller in the described
embodiment is part of an FDDI station. It should be
understood that the term station in this context is not
limited to work stations, but rather may also include con-
centrators and any other device that can be added as an
active part of an FDDI based data transmission ring.
Therefore, it should be apparent that the present exam-
ples are to be considered as illustrative and not restric-
tive, and the invention is not to be limited to the details
given herein, but may be modified within the scope of
the appended claims.

Claims

1. A physical layer controller for controlling the physi-
cal layer of a station that is capable of insertion into
a data transmission network that is capable of oper-
ating substantially in accordance with the FDDI pro-
tocol, the physical layer controller including a
physical connection management entity that
includes a PCM state machine and is capable of
executing a connection management sequence in
accordance with the FDDI protocol, the physical
layer controller comprising a plurality of registers
(17) and being characterised in that:

the registers (17) include a state pause register
(29) that may be selectively written into by the
user to indicate in which state the state
machine should pause, whereby when the
state machine enters an indicated pause state,
the PCM state machine will automatically
pause in that state;

the registers include a state register (25) that
the user may selectively write into in order to
indicate a new state into witch the state
machine should transit, whereby when the user
writes a value indicative of a new state into the
state register (25), the PCM state machine will
automatically transit into the new state;

the state pause register (29) includes a plurality
of state pause bits that the user may selectively
set to a first or a second level, each state pause
bit being associated with a particular PCM
state, whereby when the PCM state machine
enters a state associated with a particular
pause bit that is set to said first level, the PCM
state machine will automatically pause in that
state and whereby when the PCM state
machine enters a state associated with a par-
ticular state pause bit that is set to said second
level, the PCM state machine will not automati-
cally pause in the associated state,

the state register (25) can be both read by and
written into by the user, the state register (25)
containing a state index (36) that is arranged to
identify the current state of the PCM state
machine during the connection management
sequence, whereby the state of the PCM state
machine can be forcibly changed by the user
by writing a value corresponding to the desired
new state into the state index during the con-
nection management sequence; and the state
register further contains a pseudo code index
(35) that indicates the bit number of a pseudo
code signal that is being exchanged by the
physical layer controller during the connection
management sequence, whereby pseudo code
information being transmitted can be altered by
the user by writing a value corresponding to the
desired new pseudo code bit number into the
pseudo code index.

2. A physical layer controller according to claim 1
wherein the state register (25) can be written into
while the state machine is paused.

3. A physical layer controller according to claim 1
wherein the PCM state is automatically forcibly
changed when a value corresponding to a desired
new state is written into the state index.
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Patentansprüche

1. Bitübertragungsschicht-Steuerung zum Steuern
der Bitübertragungsschicht einer Station, die in ein
Datenübertragungsnetzwerk einschalten kann,
welches im wesentlichen gemäß dem FDDI-Proto-
koll arbeitet, wobei die Bitübertragungsschicht-
Steuerung eine reale Verbindungsverwaltungsein-
heit hat, die eine PCM-Zustandsmaschine hat und
eine Verbindungsverwaltungssequenz in Überein-
stimmung mit dem FDDI-Protokoll ausführen kann,
wobei die Bitübertragungsschichtsteuerung eine
Anzahl von Registern (17) hat und dadurch
gekennzeichnet ist, daß

die Register (17) ein Pausenzustandsregister
(29) aufweisen, in welches vom Benutzer
selektiv eingeschrieben werden kann, um
anzuzeigen, in welchem Zustand die Zustands-
maschine unterbrechen sollte, wodurch, wenn
die Zustandsmaschine in einen angegebenen
Pausenzustand eintritt, die PCM-Zustandsma-
schine automatisch in diesem Zustand unter-
bricht;
die Register ein Zustandsregister (25) aufwei-
sen, in welches der Benutzer selektiv ein-
schreiben kann, um einen neuen Zustand
anzugeben, in welchen die Zustandsmaschine
übergehen sollte, wodurch, wenn der Benutzer
in das Zustandsregister (25) einen Wert ein-
schreibt, der für einen neuen Zustand indikativ
ist, die PCM-Zustandsmaschine automatisch in
den neuen Zustand übertritt;
das Pausenzustandsregister (29) eine Anzahl
von Pausenzustandsbits hat, die der Benutzer
selektiv auf einen ersten oder zweiten Pegel
setzen kann, wobei jedem Pausenzustandsbit
ein bestimmter PCM-Zustand zugeordnet ist,
wodurch, wenn die PCM-Zustandsmaschine in
einen Zustand eintritt, der einem bestimmten
Pausenbit zugeordnet ist, das auf den ersten
Pegel gesetzt worden ist, die PCM-Zustands-
maschine automatisch in diesem Zustand
unterbricht und wodurch, wenn die PCM-
Zustandsmaschine in einen Zustand eintritt,
der einem bestimmten Pausenzustandsbit
zugeordnet ist, welches auf den zweiten Pegel
gesetzt ist, die PCM-Zustandsmaschine nicht
automatisch in dem zugeordneten Zustand
unterbricht;
der Benutzer aus dem Zustandsregister (25)
sowohl auslesen kann als auch in dieses ein-
schreiben kann, wobei das Zustandsregister
(25) einen Zustandsindex (36) enthält, der
geeignet ist, den derzeitigen Zustand der PCM-
Zustandsmaschine während der Verbindungs-
verwaltungssequenz zu identifizieren, wodurch
der Zustand der PCM-Zustandsmaschine

zwangsweise durch den Benutzer geändert
werden kann, indem während der Verbin-
dungsverwaltungssequenz ein Wert entspre-
chend dem gewünschten neuen Zustand in
den Zustandsindex eingeschrieben wird; und

das Zustandsregister weiterhin einen Pseudo
Codeindex (35) enthält, der die Bitzahl eines
Pseudo-Codesignals anzeigt, das durch die
Bitübertragungsschichtsteuerung während der
Verbindungsverwaltungssequenz ausge-
tauscht worden ist, wodurch Pseudo-Codein-
formation, welche übertragen worden ist, durch
den Benutzer geändert werden kann, indem
ein Wert entsprechend der gewünschten
neuen Pseudo-Code-Bitzahl in dem Pseudo-
Codeindex eingeschrieben wird.

2. Bitübertragungsschicht-Steuerung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei in das Zustandsregister (25) ein-
geschrieben werden kann, während die Zustands-
maschine unterbrochen ist.

3. Bitübertragungsschicht-Steuerung gemäß
Anspruch 1, wobei der PCM-Zustand automatisch
zwangsweise geändert wird, wenn ein Wert ent-
sprechend einem gewünschten neuen Zustand in
den Zustandsindex eingeschrieben ist.

Revendications

1. Régisseur de couche physique destiné à comman-
der la couche physique d'un poste qui est capable
d'insertion dans un réseau de transmission de don-
nées qui est capable de fonctionner sensiblement
selon le protocole de FDDI (interface de données
avec distribution par fibre), le régisseur de couche
physique incluant une entité de gestion de con-
nexion physique qui comprend un automate fini à
PCM (modulation par impulsions et codage) et qui
est capable d'exécuter une séquence de gestion de
connexion selon le protocole de FDDI, le régisseur
de couche physique comprenant plusieurs regis-
tres (17) et étant caractérisé :

en ce que les registres (17) comprennent un
registre (29) de pause d'état dans lequel un uti-
lisateur peut écrire sélectivement pour indiquer
dans quel état l'automate fini doit marquer une
pause, ce par quoi lorsque l'automate fini entre
dans un état de pause indiqué, l'automate fini à
PCM marquera automatiquement une pause
dans cet état ;
en ce que les registres comprennent un regis-
tre d'état (25) dans lequel l'utilisateur peut
écrire sélectivement afin d'indiquer un nouvel
état par lequel l'automate fini doit transiter, ce
par quoi lorsque l'utilisateur écrit une valeur
indicative d'un nouvel état dans le registre (25)
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d'état, l'automate fini à PCM passera automati-
quement dans le nouvel état ;

en ce que le registre (29) de pause d'état inclut
plusieurs bits de pause d'état que l'utilisateur
peut mettre sélectivement à un premier ou à un
second niveau, chaque bit de pause d'état
étant associé à un état de PCM particulier, ce
par quoi, lorsque l'automate fini à PCM entre
dans un état associé à un bit de pause particu-
lier qui est mis audit premier niveau, l'automate
fini à PCM marquera automatiquement une
pause dans cet état, et ce par quoi, lorsque
l'automate fini à PCM entre dans un état asso-
cié à un bit de pause d'état particulier qui est
mis audit second niveau, l'automate fini à PCM
ne marquera pas automatiquement de pause
dans l'état associé ;
en ce que l'utilisateur peut à la fois lire et écrire
dans le registre (25) d'état, le registre (25)
d'état contenant un index (26) d'état qui est
agencé pour identifier l'état courant de l'auto-
mate fini à PCM pendant la séquence de ges-
tion de connexion, ce par quoi l'état de
l'automate fini à PCM peut être modifié de
façon forcée par l'utilisateur en écrivant, dans
l'index d'état, une valeur correspondant au
nouvel état voulu, pendant la séquence de ges-
tion de connexion ; et
en ce que le registre d'état contient en outre un
index 35 de pseudo-code qui indique le nom-
bre de bits d'un signal de pseudo-code que le
régisseur de couche physique est en train
d'échanger pendant la séquence de gestion de
connexion, ce par quoi l'information de pseudo-
code en cours de transmission peut être modi-
fiée par l'utilisateur en écrivant, dans l'index de
pseudo-code, une valeur correspondant au
nouveau nombre de bits de pseudo-code
voulu.

2. Régisseur de couche physique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel on peut écrire dans le registre
(25) d'état pendant que l'automate fini marque une
pause.

3. Régisseur de couche physique selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel l'état de PCM est modifié auto-
matiquement de façon forcée lorsqu'une valeur
correspondant à un nouvel état voulu est écrite
dans l'index d'état.
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